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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents thc general details of the structure and strategy of a multi-agent 
system that is being developed to improve the performance of pull (kanban) 
production control to handle large fluctuations in product demand. Employing a set 
of generic, heterarchial agents each controlling a single product and co-operating 
together to ensure that all componcnts, regardless of demand fluctuation, are 
manufactured on time as per basic kanban principles. Preliminary results indicate 
that the basic kanban model does not cater for large demand fluctuations and the 
application of this multi-agent strategy may be beneficial to improving the overall 
system performance and increase the likelihood that all products will be 
manufactured on time. 
KEYWORDS: Agents, multi-agent systems, manufacturing systems, 
pull,kanban 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the fast-paced and competitive world of today, customers demand high 
quality, high variety and instant availability of product. This encourages 
manufacturers to become more responsive to markets, to quickly manufacture small 
batches of a wide variety of products with high quality standards to meet customer 
demand. 
This has led to the development of many paradigms in how to manage 
production by manufacturing enterprises. One such idea is JIT or Just-in-T ime, 
based upon a Japanese management philosophy, was fi'st introduced and developed 
within Toyota manufacturing plants in the early 1970s [1 J. The most common 
technique associated with implementing lIT practices on the shop floor is a pull 
production mechanism known as kanban, Japanese for 'card-based' system. Kanban 
systems are a method for controlling inventory by only replenishing stock once it 
has been sold or used [2]. 
Industrial cxperience has illustrated an important practical problem associated 
with kanban systems, they are less effective where there are large fluctuations in 
customer demand. Huang [3] also concluded that smaller companies with variable 
demand can expect less success with the implementation of kanban and JIT systems, 
compared to large automotive type companies such as Toyota. One innovative 
technique that could be used to improve the performance of kanban production 
control systems under uncertain and changing demand is multi-agent systems 
(MAS) [4J [5]. MAS has been increasingly applied to manufacturing problems [6J 
[7]. This method has great advantages through its flexibility and robustness, its 
ability to solve complex problems by breaking down the problem into manageable 
sub-problems. 
2. FLUCTUATIONS IN A PULL PRODUCTION SYSTEM 
This research aims to develop a mechanism to handle large fluctuations of 
product demand in a pull production system. A simple example of this 
manufacturing problem occurs when there is volatile or seasonal product demand. 
This problcm exists when stock holding levels are not regularly adjusted to match 
fluctuating product demand. This results in holding excessivc invcntory levcls 
thereforc possibly being either unable to manufacture other products on time, or 
causing critical stock shortages whcreby the customer does not receive their goods 
on time. Both are unacceptable situations. 
Take the example of the seasonal demand of second tier components for heating 
products, customer demand heavily ramps up in autumn and ramps down in spring, 
as shown in Fig (I) below. 
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Figure 1. Example of seasonal demand/or a single product 
Thc kanban production mechanism works by attempting to kcep inventory for 
each product at a defined levcl. I f demand for a product is seasonal with high 
demand at one time and low demand at another, this defined level will not be 
suitable at all times, resulting in either excessive stock or shortages of stock. 
Therefore, it is necessary to rcdcfine the stock level from time to time as illustrated 
in Fig (2) below. 
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Figure 2. Example of seasonal demand versus 
inventOlY levels of a seasonal component 
Based upon industry experience with an industry research partner, this decision-
making process for seasonal components is taken six monthly, which translates to 
onc evaluation at the start and end of the product season, as illustrated in Fig (2) 
above. As can be seen from this illustration the more frequently you perform an 
adjustment of your dcsircd inventory holding levels the more optimally your 
inventory will be used. Therefore you will be more responsive to change in demand 
and free up funds otherwise tied up in inventory. It should be observed that the 
major issues arise in this problem at the start and end of the seasonal cycle, when 
ramp-up and ramp-down of the product demand occurs, and this effect should be 
minimised where possible. 
The most recent industry evaluation demonstrated that adjusting kanban levels 
biannually for seasonal components is time consuming, labour intensive and 
inefficient. 1t is understood that the kanban mechanism has been abandoned for 
these seasonal components and the industry partner has reverted to a manual order-
based approach. 
Clearly performing this adjustment process more frequently than biannually is 
both time consuming and labour intensive, however, the application of multi-agent 
systems could be employed relatively easily and cheaply to evaluate the inventory 
level changes required on a monthly, weekly or daily basis as illustrated in Fig (3) 
below. 
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Figure 3. Dynamic adjustment of inventory levelsfor seasonal demand 
3. MULTI-AGENT SOLUTION 
This multi-agent system (MAS) attempts to solve the problem of volatile or 
seasonal demand fluctuations in a kanban scenario by: 
.. Reducing the manufacturing problem complexity by delegating control of 
sub-sections of the problem to self-encapsulated and autonomous agents. 
.. Retention of the basic kanban and lIT principle: The replenishment of stock 
only once it has been sold to the customer; and 
.. Anticipate volatile or seasonal demand by examining demand forecast, 
specifically the ramping up and ramping down phases of demand, and take 
appropriate action to handle large fluctuations in manufacture. 
This agent-based decision-maker comprises of multiple generic 'product' 
agents, each being responsible for anticipating the short-term demand of its own 
product, deciding whether to maintain, increase or decrease the number of kanban 
cards by interacting with all other agents, and lastly, taking action by 
communicating this need to the physical machines. The product agents are arranged 
in a heterarchial architccture [8] whcre each product agent is on the same level. 
There is no agent with a lligher perspective to coordinate the product agents. The 
product agents instead cooperate to achieve effective global solutions. The basic 
agcnt arehitccturc is illustratcd in Fig (4) below. 
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Fif!.ure 4. Flexible lI1ulti-af!.ent svstem 
A product agent is created for each new product to be manufactured and is 
responsible for adjusting the number of kanban cards, thus indirectly altering the 
inventory holding level, associated to this product. The strategy these agents 
employ is described below: 
1. Acquisition of forecast data for its own product and generation of a short-term 
build schedule describing the amount of time required over a defined period (12 
blocks of one week), on a particular work centre, to build its pmis. 
2. Calculation of desired inventory holding levels and kanban cards required can 
be directly cOlTelated from this forecast data and time factor. 
3. Each agent then temporarily assumes master control of all agents and requests 
the amount of time each agent requircs on the work centre in question in a 
defined period. 
4. Acquisition of work centre capacity data over these defined work periods is 
obtained and compared against the amount of time all agents require to build 
their products. 
5. A decision is made to adjust the number of kanban cards in the system, for this 
product, based on the fluctuation of customer demand and available work centre 
capacity. Lastly, this information is transferred to the physical work centre. 
This control strategy is illustrated in Fig (5) on the following page. 
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Figure 5. Control Strategy/or each product agent 
4. EXPERIMENTS 
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A discrete time-based simulation environment was developed using Microsoft 
Excel's VB script to evaluate this MAS scenario, illustrated in Fig (6) below. 
Currently this test-bed is able to mimic the behaviour of a kanban system with 
fluctuations in demand. It is intended that this system be capable of applying the 
MAS described above using realistic industry-based seasonal demand. 
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Figure 6. Multi-agent dynamic control environment 
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5. CONCLUSION 
This research clearly identifies an intcresting manufacturing problem with the 
inabi lity of kanban systems to handle seasonal demand and therefore the research 
rcsults may providc an insight to many Australian companies whose main product 
lines are predominantly seasonal components in a pull production environment. 
In addition, this research suggests that kanban may be able to handle large 
fluctuations in product dcmand whilst retaining the easy shop floor visual control 
mechanisms, continuous improvements incentives and the elimination of non-value 
added processes normally associated with kanban and the lIT philosophy without 
reverting to MRP or similar control strategies with their increased complexity and 
cost. 
Development ofthc ovcrall agent architecture and its implementation strategy 
has been completed as has the development of a simple Excel based test-bed 
environment to evaluate and validate the multi-agcnt solution, as illustrated in Fig 
(6) above. This test-bed environment has been applied to a single stage multiple 
part kanban sccnario and has clearly demonstrated the effect of the kanban system in 
high I y fl uctuating product demand, and the limitations of this system to self-correct 
and adapt to the dynamic and volatile fluctuation of demand. 
Further work is underway to evaluate the proposed multi-agent system in the 
test environment and it is expected that the application of these agents will be shown 
to be successful in improving perfOllTIanCe of this practical manufacturing problem. 
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